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Blueprint To The Digital Economy
Every company in today’s digital economy is a technology company.

A Blueprint to Build a Commanding, Cyber-Ready Workforce
Malaysia Digital Economy Corp (MDEC) is set to revamp and rebrand the MSC Malaysia initiative as it marks its 25th anniversary this year.

MDEC to enhance MSC M’sia’s role in digital economy
John Law, a darling of the French king, wrote the blueprint for central banks, demonstrating the fiat flaws that Bitcoin solves as he did. I always love writing about the bridge between current events ...

How An 18th Century Gambler Paved The Way For Central Banks, And Necessitated Bitcoin
Further fueling this future is the growth of 5G, AI, automation, and cloud native technologies, as well as an increasing intersection of IoT and the edge.

Telco is Moving Towards an Intelligent Systems World, a Blueprint Can Accelerate It
The Lloyds Bank Consumer Digital Index 2021 tells us that 60% of the UK population now has high digital capability, a level that – pre-pandemic – we expected to reach in 2025. But on the flipside, ten ...

Regional leadership is key to a successful Digital Strategy
Singapore has undoubtedly been a bright spot for the global startup landscape in recent years, and is home to a number of unicorns. In recent years, there has been a rise in the popularity of electric ...

malaysia digital economy blueprint
The circular economy is a vision for the global economy in which waste is eliminated, resources are reused, and nature is regenerated. By repurposing materials instead of throwing them away, the ...

Circular Economy To Grow Rapidly in The Next Five Years, Says ABI Research
With specific investments, partnerships and innovations all directed at the various steps of the plastics system, Dow’s approach provides a blueprint for how industry can build a foundation for a ...

A Blueprint for Global Circularity
The future of our cities depends on sustainability and developing a circular economy, digital twins play a crucial role in getting us there, ...

How digital twins will unlock the circular economy
Towards Thailand’s digital blueprint to becoming the Asean digital hub, Huawei and Thailand have been closely cooperating in two key areas ...

Thai PM Meets Huawei CEO to promote collaboration on digital transformation and talent development
This, as the country, moves to adopt a "Digital Economy Blueprint", a framework to improve Kenya’s and Africa’s ability to leapfrog economic growth. The document is hinged on five pillars ...

KRA keen on digital economy as it targets more revenues
Malaysia and the United States (US) have agreed to strengthen the cooperation in various fields including cybersecurity, digital economy and technology transfers as well as flourish potential ...

Malaysia, US to strengthen cooperation on cybersecurity, digital economy, says minister
He had an in-depth understanding of data, a core element of the digital economy, from a technical perspective. He introduced Anmai Cloud solution for building new infrastructure construction to ...

DES2021 | Roger Wu?CEO of Anmai Cloud: Focusing on digital elements, drawing a new blueprint for future infrastructure
Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC) is set to revamp and rebrand the MSC Malaysia initiative as it marks its 25th anniversary this year. Chief executive officer Mahadhir Aziz said the new and ...

MDEC to enhance MSC Malaysia participation in digital economy
as well as the goals of the Malaysia Digital Economy Blueprint (MyDIGITAL). Rockies Ma, Country General Manager of H3C Malaysia, a leader in digital solutions, emphasised that, "With the support ...

'Now Is The Time', H3C Urges Malaysian MSMEs to Adopt Digital Transformation
Economic affairs minister Mustapa Mohamed said this effort is in line with the 12th Malaysia Plan (12MP), the Malaysia Digital Economy Blueprint (MyDigital) and UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Govt to unveil MSC 2.0 to attract more digital investments, says minister
Wang Yi said, President Xi Jinping spoke highly of the outcomes of the China-CELAC Forum and mapped a grand blueprint for leading China-CELAC cooperation with the Global Development Initiative (GDI) ...

Wang Yi Chairs and Delivers a Keynote Speech at the Third Ministerial Meeting of the China-CELAC Forum
The report, titled “Modernizing the Listed Derivatives Workflow: A Blueprint for Change,” addresses ... “When Covid abruptly shut down the world economy in March 2020, the global futures ...

FIA Shares Blueprint to Streamline Trading Processes
including the Malaysia Digital Economy Blueprint (MyDIGITAL), the government's plan for 5G roll out, as well as the importance of cybersecurity. "We had a very good discussion and we managed to ...
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